
How the Universe Works  -- Side 4
Symbols for kinematic dimensions
horizontal position:   x      horizontal (or tilted) displacement:  Δx          
vertical position:  y              vertical displacement:  Δy    

avg velocity: ⊽   instantaneous initial velocity:  vo   instantaneous final velocity:   vf   
average acceleration :  ā        instantaneous acceleration :  a          jerk:   j       
Earth’s gravitational acceleration :    g                

Abbreviations for some common units in Physics
distance:    meters  (m),   miles  (mi),   inches  (in),   feet  (ft),   yards  (yd), 
       time:   seconds (s),  minutes (min),  hours (h),   days (d),  week (wk),  century (cen)
     mass:    grams  (g),    slugs  (slug)                                       
  weight:    newtons (N),  pounds  (lbs),   ounce (oz),    ton (t)
 volume:    liters (L),   gallons (gal),   pint (pt)     
  energy:    joule (J)                      
   power:    horsepower (hp) ,   watts  (W)

Unit Analysis Problems . . .
Suggested method for solving a complicated mixed up units problem by kinematics combined with unit analysis.
#1 All numbers you write must have units.
#2 Draw a horizontal line with a few vertical slashes. Leave room on the right for more if needed.
#3 Read the problem and see if any preliminary work is required. Sometimes you need to determine the best
equation to use to solve a difficult problem or if an initial graph needs to be sketched out. If so, do this first.
#4 Determine what units the answer will end up with. To the far right of the line you're working on, write down a 
blank for your numerical answer with the proper units.
(Note: If you were taught another method for steps 5 & 6, feel free to use that method.)
#5 On the left, write down either a conversion factor or a given number from the problem which has units that are 
the same as all or part of the units of the answer
#6 Use "clever forms of one" (conversion factors) and given information from the problem to convert units
you were given in the problem into the units that are in your answer.
#7 Write whether the slot represents a given, a constant (may be squared or cubed).
#8 When all units have canceled except the units in your answer, the hard part is done! Draw a double slash to
signify that all units are accounted for.
#9 Multiply all numbers on top of the line, write down that answer on the far right on top of the line, then
multiply all the numbers in the problem below the line, write down that answer on the far right on the bottom
of the line. Finally, divide the top number in your answer by the bottom number in your answer. Write down
this final answer with the correct units and box it in

Example 2: A fairly straight forward Unit Analysis physics problem:  England and the US are in a race to build 
the first car to travel 1000 miles/hour.  If the rocket car holds this target speed for 73 milliseconds, how many 
centimeters will it travel in that amount of time? (you'll need these conversions: 0.305m = 1 ft;  5280ft = 1mi)
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Note: This is simply a ∆x = v t    problem  with five conversions thrown in. 

1.176 x 1010

3.6 x 106
=  3265 cm


